
R�sle� Chines� Takeawa� Men�
91 Bowen Rd, Rosslea, Australia

+61747257568 - http://rosslea-takeaway.jany.io/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Rosslea Chinese Takeaway from Rosslea. Currently, there are
15 meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can

also contact them through their website. What User likes about Rosslea Chinese Takeaway:
first the customer service is absolutely fantastic! the phone service is phenomenal every time they call it always
happy vibes coming from the phone operator! Eating is great and affordable! we love to get the honigh chicken
and the Mongolian bark with a large roasted rice, thank you as always! read more. What User doesn't like about

Rosslea Chinese Takeaway:
What a waste of money , hands down the worst Chinese I have ever eaten , ordered a shandy , bland tasteless
soggy boring food , also ordered a chicken chow main ask for noodles if you want them because otherwise they

give you a dusty small bag of tasteless crunchy biscuits it all when down perfect with stale prawn chips read
more. The Rosslea Chinese Takeaway originating from Rosslea dishes out various flavorful seafood menus,
Many guests are particularly looking forward to the versatile, flavorful Chinese cuisine. Most menus are

prepared in the shortest time for you and served.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Yak�-Gril� Menü
PRAWN

Meat�
PORK RIBS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
PRAWNS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

Mai� Cours�
BBQ PORK

MONGOLIAN BEEF

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

TRAVEL

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT

SEAFOOD

HONEY
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Opening Hours:
Saturday 04:30 -20:30
Sunday 04:30 -20:30
Tuesday 04:30 -20:30
Wednesday 04:30 -20:30
Thursday 04:30 -20:30
Friday 04:30 -20:30
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